
This app appears to 
have been provided by 
WisconsinVoices.org 
as the app refers to 
VoteWisconsin.com as 
their website.   

VoteWisconsin.com is 
still an active domain 
name (it was renewed in 
July of 2021) but is not 
hosted.  i.e., If you go 
there, you get nuthin.  

If you do a domain look-
up, there is info there, 
but all contact info is 
redacted.

This website seems to 
have gone dark 
sometime in November 
2020.

This app is still available 
via the goog store.  You 
can install the app, but 
when you attempt to 
activate it, this message 
is generated.

If you goog search 
VoteWisconsin.com it 
appears on page 1 in 
the #2 position, directly 
under MyVote.wi.gov

Vote Wisconsin – The App
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Source: https://www.charitynavigator.org/ein/273183754

This was a published expense in 2019

Given that the Wisconsin Voter app was released in July 2020, it might be useful to know what “launch” means
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The error 
message from 
the mobile app

The above is a screen shot from VoteWisconsin.com on Oct 26 2020

VoteWisconsin.com domain dates

is 863 days old
Created on 2019-07-29
Expires on 2022-07-29
Renewed on 2021-07-07  
Expiration Date: 2022-07-29 

(as of 12/8/21)

VoteWisconsin.com has DNS 
provided by AMAZON.  All four IP 
addresses have an associated 
long/lat address that points to the 
middle of the Cheney Reservoir, 
Kansas  VoteWisconsin.com is 
not currently hosted.   If you try to 
go to that address, your browser will 
shrug it's shoulders with something 
like this:

Source:  https://tools.keycdn.com/geo?host=205.251.199.23

This map is kinda unrelated to the overall topic, 
but I thought it was amusing that all IP 
addresses point to this location. Maybe 
Amazon has a sense of humor.



Search Results (12/8/21)
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This is perhaps interesting. 

How did goog index this 10 
years ago when the domain 
is only 863 days old? 

Qs or feedback, send to kzmon@protonmail.com
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